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Replicating the Unknown300 test -Step by step 
 
Enabling threat emulation 

To configure ThreatCloud Emulation Service: 
1. Double click the gateway that you want to configure. 

2. In the general properties, click 'Threat Emulation' under the Network Security Software Blade Section 

3. Follow the Threat Emulation First Time Activation wizard  
4. To configure the emulation location using the ThreatCloud Emulation Service, select to analyze files on 'ThreatCloud  
Emulation Service 

5. Complete the wizard until the summary and 'The Threat Emulation Blade is Now Active' prompt appears 

6. Install policy on the gateway 

7. Monitor blade status in the Threat Prevention overview in SmartDashboard 

8. *Optional* Enable security gateway as a 'Mail Transfer Agent' (MTA) if applicable (in case testing email attachments) 

9. For best EXE files catch rate, execute the command  tecli ad clo geo res USA 

 
Downloading the malware files: 

 
Warning – read before starting: 

The files contained in the sample set for this DEMO are real malware. 

Under no circumstances, are they to be opened/run on production machines;  

For that reason, be sure that all files will be deleted after the test is conducted. 

Please take the necessary precautions before starting 

 
We have a service which supplies you with a fresh set of new malware samples every day. 

The samples are new (first discovered on the net on the same day) and probably will not be  
detected by many AV engines. 
In addition, the service changes the hash of the sample signatures to avoid detection by AVs who  
already detected it and use signatures database. 

 
http://poc-files.threat-cloud.com/demo/poc/  

Log in using user name: malicious_demo and password: malicious 

 Tip: for batch downloads: 

Use Firefox browser with DownthemAll plugin (https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/addon/downthemall/) 

 

 Re-modifying the hashes (optional -in competitive situations its recommended to change the hash  
again (to eliminate the possibility of resigning the sample files) by modifying the malware hash. 

     

The result is samples preserves the original malicious functionality but are unknown and  
unregistered in any hash-based database such as VirusTotal. 

 

 Changing the hash for PDF,office file documents 

http://poc-files.threat-cloud.com/demo/poc/
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Add a null to the end of each PDF, DOC file (e.g. “echo `0000' >> 1.doc”).    

 

 
Changing the hash for executables files 

add an "unused" header section using, a free tool named LordPE  
(http://www.woodmann.com/collaborative/tools/index.php/LordPE) 
to change the checksum see below an example 
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